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“It is true cowardice to not 
do anything for someone 
dying right in your sight.”

“I saw a bunch of people fleeing and looking for refuge in my house. Afterwards I helped 
them to flee to the Congo.
  
A woman came to my home and asked to be let in. I asked her where she had been since 
the beginning of the assaults and she said she was hiding in a Hutu neighbo r’s house. 
I asked her why she left and she said to me, ‘After my brother, my Mum and I were 
wounded by machete cuts, a woman helped us and sheltered us in her house. When we 
were healed she asked me to work in her sweet potato field. Then one day while I was 
working, I noticed that my brother was taken to the Kivu Lake to be drowned. I felt 
scared and ran away.’ 

I hid her and others in small forest of bee trees that killers wouldn’t dare enter. So they 
would hide in the forest and spend the night among bees.”

LEONARDrurangirwa
“I took the Inkotanyi’s side by my own decision. Neither Inkotanyi nor someone else chose for me what to 
do. At the beginning, Tutsi hiding in the forest took refuge at my home but were afraid because they 
thought that I was a killer too. But when they reached my home and found other Tutsis there, they felt 
secure and decided stay with me. 

Then there ended up being a big crowd at my home. It was difficult to protect them. Partly because there 
was an Interahamwe called Emmy, who assaulted people several times. So we decide to dispatch the group 
of Tutsi to different groups and give each group to a family. We did our best to ensure that they got food at 
home. We talked to them only in the night time because during the day we were waiting for assaults from 
different parts of the region. When killers came, we organized ourselves to hide. Then they came in big 
numbers and killed seven of our people.

To help the refugees I used to move them from one place to another, hiding them in abandoned houses and 
banana trees. It was a big problem to find enough food to feed them because there were so many. They ate 
once in the night. A group of seven ate at home, another three at my mom’s house and so on. Some people 
had shops so they sometimes gave us rice.”

“I was only 18 years old.”
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